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WHAT DO YOU DO IF 
YOU’RE A 

WIKIMEDIAN AND…

ONE DAY, YOU WAKE UP AND 
REALIZE THAT YOU HAVE 
BECOME AN EXPERT IN A 

SCIENTIFIC AREA?



What’s the 

problem?

Wikipedians are used to careful 
research (to avoid deletion)

Specialists are used to careful 
research (to pass the reviewer)

Wikipedians want to write about 
their specialism on Wikipedia…

• They look at a blank sheet and have 
nowhere to start



An “old 
fashioned” 
Wikipedian
from 2007 has 
come to offer 
his solution!



1. Write first, cite later.

 How did Wikipedia begin?

From barebone “stub” articles

 You are the subject expert

Most specialist scientific topics are 

uncontroversial (much less exciting 

than what you’d expect from the 

media’s coverage of climate 

change deniers)



2.

Contribute media.

Not everybody meets 

penguins.

Not everybody can go to 

your workplace either.

The most mundane photo 

or graph from your lab will 

draw crowds.



3. Be multilingual.

Small languages need

big help.

 If you know multiple 

languages, use your power 

to connect another culture 

to scientific knowledge.

 (Potentially unpopular opinion: I think you 

make a greater impact by writing a new

article on a broad scientific topic in a 

small Wikipedia [say language with 1 mil. 

users] than a narrow topic on the English 

Wikipedia)



4. Connect up.

 Structured data is the key to 

the future of open science

 Link up your topics on 

Wikidata to help others build 

on your work across projects

 For multilingual content,

Wikidata also works as a 

lexicon of specialist keywords

 It needs to be discoverable to 

have impact!



Agree? Disagree? Let’s talk

WRITE FIRST, 
CITE LATER

CONTRIBUTE 
MEDIA

BE 
MULTILINGUAL

CONNECT UP

 [[User:Deryck Chan]]

 @deryckchan

 deryckchan@cantab.net

 Future Infrastructure & Built Environment 

research group, Cambridge University
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